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The stakes are high as the CalPERS board debates whether to significantly decrease the nation's largest
public pension fund's assumed rate of return, a move that could hamstring the budgets of contributing
municipalities as well as prompt other public funds across the country to follow suit.
But if the retirement system doesn't act, pushing to achieve an unrealistically high return could threaten
the viability of the $299.5 billion fund itself, its top investment officer and consultants say.
“Being aggressive, having a reasonable amount of volatility and (being) wrong could lead to an
unrecoverable loss,” Andrew Junkin, president of Wilshire Consulting, the system's general investment
consultant, told the board at a November meeting. CalPERS' current portfolio is pegged to a 7.5% return
and a 13% volatility rate.
The chief investment officer of the California Public Employees' Retirement System and its investment
consultants now say that assumed annualized rate of return is unlikely to be achieved over the next
decade, given updated capital market assumptions that show a slow-growing economy and continued
low interest rates.
Still, cities, towns and school districts that are part of the Sacramento-based system say they can't afford
increased contributions they would be forced to pay to provide pension benefits if the return rate is
lowered.
A decision could come in February.
Unlike other public plans that have leaned toward modest rate of return reductions, a key CalPERS
committee is expected to be presented with a plan in December that's considerably more aggressive.
That was set in motion Nov. 15 at a committee meeting when Mr. Junkin and CalPERS CIO Theodore
Eliopoulos said 6% is a more realistic return over the next decade.
At that meeting, it also was disclosed that CalPERS investment staff was reducing the fund's allocation to
equities in an effort to reduce risk.
Only a year earlier, CalPERS investment staff and consultants had agreed that CalPERS was on the right
track with its 7.5% figure. So confident were they that they urged the board to approve a risk mitigation
plan that did lower the rate of return, but over a 20-year period, and only when returns were in excess
of the 7.5% assumption.
Two years of subpar results — a 0.6% return for the fiscal year ended June 30 and a 2.4% return in fiscal
2015 — reduced views of what CalPERS can earn over the next decade. Mr. Junkin said at the November
meeting that Wilshire was predicting an annual return of 6.21% for the next decade, down from its
estimates of 7.1% a year earlier.
Indeed, Mr. Junkin and Mr. Eliopoulos said the system's very survival could be at stake if board members
don't lower the rate of return. “Being conservative leads to higher contributions, but you still have a
sustainable benefit to CalPERS members,” Mr. Junkin said.
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The opinions were seconded by the system's other major consultant, Pension Consulting Alliance, which
also lowered its return forecast.
Shifting the burden
But a CalPERS return reduction would just move the burden to other government units. Groups
representing municipal governments in California warn that some cities could be forced to make layoffs
and major cuts in city services as well as face the risk of bankruptcy if they have to absorb the decline
through higher contributions to CalPERS.
“This is big for us,” Dane Hutchings, a lobbyist with the League of California Cities, said in an interview.
“We've got cities out there with half their general fund obligated to pension liabilities. How do you run a
city with half a budget?”
CalPERS documents show that some governmental units could see their contributions more than double
if the rate of return was lowered to 6%. Mr. Hutchings said bankruptcies might occur if cities had a
major hike without it being phased in over a period of years. CalPERS' annual report in September on
funding levels and risks also warned of potential bankruptcies by governmental units if the rate of return
was decreased.
If the CalPERS board approves a rate of return decrease in February, school districts and the state would
see rate increases for their employees in July 2017. Cities and other governmental units would see rate
increases beginning in July 2018.
Any significant return reduction by CalPERS, which covers more than 1.5 million workers and retirees in
2,000 governmental units, would cause ripples both in and outside the state. That's because making
such a major rate cut in the assumed rate of return is rare.
Mr. Eliopoulos and the consultants are scheduled to make a specific recommendation on the return rate
at a Dec. 20 meeting. But they were clear earlier this month that they feel the system won't be able to
earn much more than an annualized 6% over the next decade.
Gradual reductions
Thomas Aaron, a Chicago-based vice president and senior analyst at Moody's Investors Services, said in
an interview that many public plans have lowered their return assumption because of lower capital
market assumptions and efforts to reduce risk. But Mr. Aaron said the reductions have happened “very
gradually, it tends to be in increments of 25 or 50 basis points.”
Statistics from the National Association of State Retirement Administrators show that 43 of 137 public
plans have lowered their return assumption since June 30, 2014. But NASRA statistics show only nine
plans out of 127 are below 7% and none has gone below 6.5%.
“CalPERS is the largest pension system in the country; definitely if CalPERS were to make a significant
reduction, other plans would take notice,” said Mr. Aaron.
Mr. Aaron said it would be hard to predict whether other public plans would follow. While there has
been a general trend toward reduced return assumptions given capital market forecasts, some plans are
sticking to higher assumptions because they believe in more optimistic longer-term investment return
forecasts.
Compounding the problem is that CalPERS is 68% funded and cash-flow negative, meaning each year
CalPERS is paying out more in benefits than it receives in contributions, Mr. Junkin said. CalPERS
statistics show that the retirement system received $14 billion in contributions in the fiscal year ended
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June 30 but paid out $19 billion in benefits. To fill that $5 billion gap, the system was forced to sell
investments.
CalPERS has an unfunded liability of $111 billion and critics have said unrealistic investment assumptions
and inadequate contributions from employers and employees have led to the large gap.
Previously, CalPERS officials had said that any return assumption change would not occur until an asset
allocation review was complete in February 2018. But Mr. Eliopoulos on Nov. 15 urged the board to act
sooner, saying the U.S. could be in a recession by that date.
Richard Costigan, chairman of CalPERS finance and administration committee, said in an interview that
he expects a recommendation and vote by the full board meeting in February, adding there is no
requirement to wait until 2018 to consider the matter.
Some board members at the Nov. 15 meeting said CalPERS was moving too fast to implement a new
assumption. “I'm a little confused at the panic and expediency that you guys are selling us right now,”
said board member Theresa Taylor. “I think that we need to step back and breathe.”
But other board members suggested CalPERS needs to take immediate action even if it is
uncomfortable.
Already adjusting
In a sense the system already has. Even without a formal return reduction, members of the investment
staff have embarked on their own plan to reduce overall portfolio risk by reducing equity exposure, a
policy supported by the board.
Mr. Eliopoulos said Nov. 15 that a pitfall of CalPERS' current rate of return is the need to invest heavily in
equities, taking more risk than might be prudent. He also said the system was reviewing its equity
allocation.
The system's latest investment report, issued Aug. 31, shows equity investments made up 51.1% or
$155.4 billion of the system's assets, down from 52.7% or $160 billion as of July 30 and down from
54.1% in July 2015.
CalPERS took $3.8 billion of the $4.6 billion in equity reduction and increased its cash position and other
assets in its liquidity asset class. Liquidity assets grew to $9.6 billion as of Aug. 31 from $5.8 billion at the
end of July.
But an even bigger cut in the equity portfolio occurred after the September investment committee
meeting, when board members meeting in closed session reduced the allocation even more, sources
said. It is unclear how big that cut was, but allocation guidelines allow equity to be cut to 44% of the
total portfolio.
Board member J.J. Jelincic at the Nov. 15 meeting disclosed the new asset allocation was made at the
September meeting closed session. But Mr. Jelincic said based on revisions the board approved in the
system's asset allocation, he felt the most CalPERS could earn was 6.25% a year because it was not
taking enough risk.
Mr. Jelincic did not disclose the new asset allocation but said in an interview: “We are taking too little
risk and walking away from the upside by not investing more in equities.”
This article originally appeared in the November 28, 2016 print issue as, "CalPERS balancing risks in
review of lower return target".
— Contact Randy Diamond at rdiamond@pionline.com | @RDiamond_PI
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